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Over the Summer,  we have spent countless hours designing a

Hebrew School program that will cater to all of our students, no

matter the situation for the upcoming school year.  The program is

titled Bringing it Home: Making Judaism come alive through

experiential and interactive learning.   

We have three tracks available.

In-Person Hebrew School: Engaging classes following social

distancing government guidelines.

Virtual Hebrew School: Virtual Hebrew School with our live teachers,

engaging classes. and supplies delivered to your door.

Hebrew School in your yard: Weekly Social Distanced visits from a

teacher.

Our curriculum has been designed to be taught through a diverse set

of mediums, including drama, construction, STEM, and stop-motion

animation. The curriculum comprises seven units, focusing on lessons

that are learned from each room of the home. The subjects will come

alive as students learn about the Jewish holidays, empathy, respect

and integrity amongst other life skills and Jewish values while

exploring each room of their house.  

 

#LEARNIT #LIVE IT #LOVEIT

www.chabadfremont.com/hebrewschool
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FACT SHEET
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AGES
 5-12

DATES & TIMES
Sundays, 10 am-12:00 pm
Refer to school calendar for days we are open
and closed.

LOCATION
Fully Outdoor Program
220 Yerba Buena Pl, Fremont 94536

TEENAGE VOLUNTEERING
If you would like your teen to join our special
teacher assistant program, please email:
chaya@chabadfremont.com
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Our Hebrew School, like many others, is changing the course
of Hebrew reading with an innovative reading system. Based
on the martial arts motivational philosophy of color-coded
levels and testing, the Aleph Champion program provides our
students with clear goals, motivation and a world of
inspiration.

White Aleph: Master the first 18 letters of the Aleph Bet. Red 
Red Aleph: Master all 32 letters of the Aleph Bet. 
Orange Aleph: Master the first 3 vowels with letter
combinations. 
Yellow Aleph: Master the first 6 vowels with letter
combinations. 
Green Aleph: Master the first 9 vowels with letter
combinations. 
Blue Aleph: Master all the vowels and exceptions to the rules. 
Purple Aleph: Master reading familiar Prayers and Brachot. 
Brown Aleph: Master reading important Tefillot. 
Grey Aleph: Master reading from the Siddur in a timed
fashion. 
Black Aleph: Master reading over 100 words in a minute. 



Each Holiday in our School is an exciting experience.
The students experience the Holidays through
workshops, cooking, drama, art and mad science. 

Our Holiday Discussions center around how we can
internalize the lessons taught and apply them to our
every day lives.

JEWISH 
HOLIDAYS 
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